Turkey Creek Animal Track Guide

H - 1½"
Opossum

F - 1½"
Skunk

F - 2"
Woodchuck
Also called a whistlepig

2½" - 3"
White-Tailed Deer

H - 6"
Beaver

F - 3"
Muskrat

F - 1"
Raccoon

H - 2¼"
Gray Squirrel

F - 1½"
Cottontail Rabbit

F - 1"
Eastern Chipmunk

F - ¾"
White-Footed Mouse

Great Blue Heron
6" - 8"

Tracks aren’t to scale
Track length is frequently helpful to I.D. animals, and the ruler can be used to measure tracks in the field. Appearance of tracks will vary depending on the surface (soil, snow, sand, etc.) and the movement of the animal.
Canine vs. Feline

**Top 2 toes are at even**

**Claw marks**

- 2 lobes

1 lobe

**2 lobes**

- There are 3 lobes, but the center lobe is shorter than the other 2

- Coyote 2 ¼" - 2 ½"

- Domestic Dog 1 ½" - 4 ½"

- Gray Fox

**No claw marks**

- 2 lobes

- 3 even lobes

- Bobcat 2"

- Domestic Cat 1 ⅛"

- Gray fox tracks usually don’t show claw marks

- F - 1 ½"

- H - 1 ¾"

- .H - 2"

- F - 2 ¼"

- Red Fox

Usually have fur print around paw
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